
Specialists in flow measurement ABB has proven experience 
and capability in the design, engineering, manufacture, and 
application of a comprehensive range of differential producing 
flow elements - including the manufacture of some of the most 
complex differential pressure (DP) solutions.

Although it is over 100 years since the first DP devices were used 
commercially, they still form the largest installed base of all flow 
measurement technologies, especially in the process, power, 
chemical and oil and gas sectors. ABB has been supplying DP 
devices from their commercial beginnings in the late 19th century 
and have unrivalled experience in the field. In fact, engineers from 
ABB companies invented the Wedge meter and the Dall tube.

ABB’s DP flow elements and systems provide robust, reliable 
flow metering in a variety of industries and applications in oil and 
gas (onshore and offshore), petrochemicals, power, metals to 
aerospace, automotive and food & beverage. 

Engineering Heritage
Located in Workington in the Northwest of England, the 
manufacturing facility grew from the engineering heritage that 
Cumbria is famed for having been a powerhouse of the UK’s coal and 
steel industry, it remains a hub of engineering enterprise. Previously 
part of the ABB family of companies, McMenon Engineering Services 
is now independent but still works hand in hand with ABB. 

In its various guises, the company has been providing its flow 
measurement expertise to a wide range of industries for over 70 
years and now provides bespoke engineered DP flow solutions 
to the oil and gas industry, aerospace, renewable energy facilities 
and the automotive industry.

John Edmondson, Business Director, says that the company 
today is the product of that 73 years of experience: “We are the 
sum of all the knowledge of the managers and engineers that 
have gone before.”

All the most successful companies value excellent customer 
service, but one company providing customized flow 
measurement solutions really takes it to heart – few suppliers in 
any industry can boast that they have supplied a bespoke quote 
to a customer in only three minutes.

Yet, that is the kind of rapid service that ABB and McMenon 
Engineering Services prides itself on. The customer in question 
wanted an orifice carrier with a manifold but were having 
problems with getting the correct sizing. An email detailing their 
requirements got a speedy reply, with a bespoke solution design 
back in their inbox almost instantly. 

That level of rapid response would be challenging for companies 
supplying slightly engineered products, but McMenon developed 
the solution considering the complicated flow dynamics 
calculations and engineering.

DP Flow
From simple orifice plates through to custom-engineered 
metering systems, ABB’s DP flowmeters measure a variety of 
fluids including water, air, steam, heavy oil, slurries and molten 
sulfur. 

Although there are many DP flowmeter types, the principle 
of operation is always the same. The flowing fluid is directed 
through a defined restriction in the diameter of the pipe, creating 
an increased flow velocity and an associated pressure drop. A 
pressure sensor is used to measure the difference in pressure in 
the fluid before the measurement point and at the middle of the 
restriction. The difference in pressure is directly proportional to 
the flowrate.

The overall energy in the system remains constant, but when the 
flow velocity or kinetic energy increases it’s at the expense of the 
pressure energy. The DP principle is particularly useful where high 
static pressures are found or when fluid temperatures are too 
high for other flowmeter types. Crude oil extraction on the seabed 
is an example of where DP flow-metering can be extremely useful 
despite the harsh operating conditions. The various types of DP 
flow meter include a venturi which reduces the pipe diameter, 
a shaped intrusion or wedge into the pipe, or an orifice plate 
system, which is a plate in the pipe flow with a hole smaller than 
that of the pipe diameter to restricting the flow.

Bespoke solutions, engineered to order
Some 80 percent of the projects delivered are engineered to 
order to meet a wide variety of customer requirements. Designs 
may need to meet specifications for elevated pressures and 
temperatures, constant immersion at depth in seawater. They may 
need to resist abrasive particles or corrosive substances in the 
measured fluid, or the design may require a special testing regime. 

One such speciality is the design and manufacture of venturi 
tubes for subsea applications. Used at high pressures and at 
great water depths, the units are designed and manufactured in 
strict compliance with API 6A and API 17D.

“Our customers are experienced with instrumentation and flow 
measurement, but they can only go so far – when they come up 
against unusual requirements, extreme conditions or equipment that 
just won’t behave as expected, they turn to us,” says Edmondson.

The recent 80-inch venturi project was destined for a geothermal 
plant in Nigeria to measure steam flow rates. This project needed 
a mixed material construction, incorporating a stainless-steel 
measurement section with carbon steel inlet and outlet cones. 

The finished assembly was wet calibrated by ABB.

Working shoulder to shoulder
The close association with ABB stems from the time both 
companies where in the same fold and that sense of partnership 
continues to this day. Bringing the advanced measurement 
technologies of ABB together with the bespoke design and 
fabrication skills of McMenon produces a complete solution to 
customers’ flow measurement challenges, one capable of serving 
companies across the globe.

Says Edmondson: “As part of the ABB McMenon relationship, we 
export to 63 countries, with a lot going to the oil and gas industry. 
Many of these orders involve clusters of critical components and 
as such must be bought from trusted suppliers and vendors. 
What ABB can bring to the party is their global reach - they’re 
recognized and trusted.”

David Bowers, Product Manager Process & DP Flow at ABB 
agrees: “The strong relationship, with both companies providing 
top level skills and technology, means that we can compete at 
any level, whether it’s having the right product performance and 
specification, or offering the right price and delivery. It’s the full 
package and ultimately, that’s what this relationship means to the 
end user.”

A complete service
This wealth of knowledge has allowed ABB to become one of 
a select band of companies able to offer complete contract 
manufacturing and engineering services to flow measurement 
users. “We are one of the few manufacturers offering flow 
measurement instrumentation practically from start to finish,” 
says Edmondson. 

From raw stock and forgings, McMenon manufacturing facility 
can complete 90 percent of all necessary processes in house – 
cutting, machining, rolling and welding. The company employs 
180 approved welding procedures and can work with 50 
different types of specialized steel, allowing it to meet any flow 
measurement requirement. 

The company’s capabilities include fabrications of up to 5 tonnes 
in-house and up to 10 tonnes through sub-contractors. The 
welding techniques available include submerged arc welding, 
automated and manual gas tungsten arc welding, automated and 
manual gas metal arc welding and flux cored arc welding. Onsite 
plate rolling has a capacity of material up to 25 mm thick, while 
plate profiles can be cut from 1 mm to 50mm thickness.

We can also offer welding of a wide range of special materials, 
with techniques including cladding and buttering of high-
performance alloys, welding of nickel and nickel alloys, cobalt 
alloys, Monel, Hastelloys, Inconels and Incoloys, creep resistant 
steels and dissimilar metals.

Flow measurement products include orifice plates, averaging 
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pitot tubes, wedge meters, flow nozzles, venturi meters, subsea 
venturi meters, and cone meters. Size is also no barrier, with flow 
products ranging from an inch in diameter up to 80 inches.

Taking the pain out of sizing flow solutions
As well as its skills in fabrication, ABB offers customers its 
Solve software tool that makes it easy to size and specify DP 
flowmeters. Used on-line or off-line, Solve allows customers to 
size multiple solutions and develop full meter specifications and 
part numbers, for projects ranging from a single instrument to an 
entire plant.

Users can transfer process variables between meter types to 
compare their performance, a feature particularly useful for 
problem applications. Solve sizing software also helps in the 
selection and sizing of other products, such as temperature 
sensors and thermowells.

The results from the software are used to develop a solution for 
each customer’s project, combining both metalwork and flow 
measurement technology. 

Expert team puts McMenon in pole position
Craig Marshall is one of McMenon’s engineers. He outlined 
some of the recent challenges that the company has overcome: 
“There have been a couple of averaging pitot tubes recently 
that have had to be made longer to account for weak frequency 
calculations. Some have had to be made from much harder 
materials or be designed for very high temperature operation. 

“With some wedged flowmeters, we’ve had to put an internal 
coating on to make them harder for a pharmaceutical application. 
Some units ended up having multiple valves on top, such as 
double block and bleed valves. It’s all part of integrating a full 
solution for the customer.”

Before joining McMenon two years ago, Craig worked with the 
National Engineering Laboratory in Glasgow, an organisation 
which holds the national standard for flow measurement. Says 
Craig: “NEL are certainly at the top of the food chain when it 
comes to traceability in terms of calibration and research and 
flow measurement. 

“I spent more than a decade there looking at calibration of 
flowmeters and different types of technology, research and 
development all the way through to consultancy. This kind of 
research experience now marries quite well with the practical 
manufacturing capability that McMenon has.”

David Bowers of ABB works closely with McMenon on many 
projects. He likens them to a Formula 1 team: “In F1, every detail is 
addressed, every small improvement makes the car perhaps 0.1 of 
a second faster and the same ethos is evident at McMenon – they 
bring the best people together with the right facilities and the result 
is a constant improvement in their ability to satisfy customers.”
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Thermal camera system for range tracking,  
target signature, and science applications in harsh environments
Teledyne FLIR have announced the release of the new FLIR RS6780 long-range radiometric infrared camera system, designed for range tracking, target signature, 
outdoor testing, and science applications in all conditions. Featuring continuous zoom, the camera includes an integrated motorised three-position filter wheel and 
optional factory calibrations to support thermography applications up to 3000°C. The optional 3x zoom afocal lens attachment provides engineers and scientists the 
flexibility to change the focal range from the standard 50 mm – 250 mm to up to 150 mm – 750 mm, designed to get the most pixels on target and address unique 
application and testing requirements in the field. 

“The RS6780 enables precision long-range measurement and tracking applications by combining a full-feature, radiometric infrared camera sealed within an IP65-
rated enclosure to protect it from the elements,” said Desmond Lamont, Global Business Development Manager , Teledyne FLIR. “This small-format camera is perfect 
for open-air testing, thanks to its ability to detect minute temperature differences at long distances, multiple connectivity and software options for easy integration, 
and a metric zoom lens that optimises pixel density on target while enabling advanced radiometric measurements, such as radiant intensity. The system also weighs 37 lbs. (16.7 kg) or less for easy 
deployment and mobility.”

The advanced lens system provides instantaneous, frame-by-frame focal position information to enable factory or custom calibrations for thermography and radiometry applications, including supporting time 
space position information (TSPI) data collection. It can be deployed as a stand-alone camera or one that is integrated into a larger testing system through the FLIR Science Camera SDK. 

Thanks to the flexibility offered through a variety of connection and video inputs and outputs on the camera, including IRIG , SDI digital, and sync out/in, users can enjoy higher speed and quality video feeds for 
supporting modern tracking and video systems. The camera also features tri-level sync, providing operators the flexibility to sync the frame capture of the RS6780 to other types of video output, such as visible 
or ultraviolet, where the other cameras do not have a sync out/in option. Additional features include a lock-in capability ideal for non-destructive testing applications and trigger in. Along with Gigabit Ethernet 
compatibility, the CoaXPress high-speed bus feature supports more ruggedised and lower-cost cable runs compared to fibre optic. 

Users can stream thermal data directly to a computer running Windows, MacOS, or Linux, and for post-processing and analysis, the RS6780 is compatible with the FLIR Research Studio software application. 

It also provides access to low-level detector settings and RAW data. This enables users to perform high quality, custom radiometric measurements across approximately 327,000 data points per frame, to 
generate defensible data as part of research and development projects.
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Modbus RTU enhances communication in sample conditioning systems
When extracting sample gas from the process, process-related impurities such as particles or moisture are inevitably also extracted. These can 
affect the measurement results or damage the measuring cells. The sample gas must therefore be prepared before it enters the analyser. To 
remove moisture, the gas temperature in the sample gas cooler is lowered below the dew point. The resulting condensate is discharged.

Bühler Technologies offer the TC range of coolers that lower gas temperatures, which are controlled by a microprocessor. Falling below or 
exceeding the set warning range (for example: after switching on) is signalled both LEDs’ flashing and via the status relay. The status output 
can be used to control the sample gas pump to enable the gas flow to be switched on only when the permissible cooling range is reached. By 
connecting a humidity sensor, the controller can be expanded to monitor condensate.

Until now, the measured cooling block temperature could be transmitted via an analogue 4 - 20 mA signal. As digitisation continues to advance 
rapidly, Bühler Technologies GmbH will make the more advanced Modbus RTU communication protocol available as an option for all sample 
gas coolers with semiconductor cooling elements. This digital interface represents a step forward in communication capabilities and the control 
system provides extended information about the sample gas cooler.

With the option of the Modbus RTU digital interface, the user now has direct access to the process and diagnostic data, for example the current 
cooling block temperature or information about a possible temperature error if this is outside the target range. If a humidity sensor is connected, 
it is possible to determine a moisture breakthrough directly from the control station. All settings that could previously be made via the menu on 
the display of the sample gas cooler can now be made remotely from the control room and directly during operation. The condensate pumps 
can be activated and deactivated as necessary, the setpoint of the cooling block temperature can be adjusted and the alarm thresholds can also be set remotely. These coolers also enable the operator to 
determine the output of the cooler’s usage (in %), which is useful for evaluating the unit’s performance limit, and the output of the device runtime, which can be used to implement maintenance intervals.

Modbus RTU is a very robust interface which enables remote access to the sample gas cooler from Bühler Technologies GmbH to control and monitor its status. Robust and reliable communication 
between field devices and the control system therefore supports secure and continuous process and plant operation.

The TC Double, Double +, MIDI (pictured), MIDI +, MINI, Standard and Standard + models as well as Bühler’s RC 1.1 and RC 1.2 sample gas coolers are available with Modbus RTU.
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